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geared toward novice riders and families. Its bore measures 2. It features a relatively high 9. It
also features a recoil backup as a starting system. The clutch is an automatic wet multidisc
model with power delivered to the wheels via a five-speed transmission, according to ATV
Source. The steel frame supports a front suspension with single A-arms and twin shock
absorbers, with the rear suspension a Quad-Link system with two shocks. Front wheel travel is
4. Front and rear brakes are drums. Ground clearance is 6. It weighs lbs. Its fuel tank can carry
2. The Kawasaki Bayou is not the fastest ATV on the market, but one reason the Bayou has kept
its price low is the lack of amenities. There is an auxiliary lighting terminal inside the front cover
of the ATV and electrical accessory terminals under the seat. The instrument cluster atop the
fuel tank features a fuel gauge, but not much else. There are no speedometer, odometer,
hourmeter, tripmeter, high-beam indication or high-temperature light. The Bayou comes in two
colors: hunter green and firecracker red. The front A-arm, twin shock and rear Quad-Link
twin-shock suspension system is not a true fully independent system, but it allows for a
comfortable ride over rough terrain without employing a complex and expensive, fully
independent suspension system. The ATV features front and rear steel cargo racks. The ATV is
rider-friendly with a limited adjustable throttle to help novices practice their riding skills without
twisting the throttle too far and losing control of the vehicle. Rob Wagner is a journalist with
over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience
ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Kawasaki Bayou Specs by Rob
Wagner. Basics The Kawasaki Bayou is not the fastest ATV on the market, but one reason the
Bayou has kept its price low is the lack of amenities. Features The front A-arm, twin shock and
rear Quad-Link twin-shock suspension system is not a true fully independent system, but it
allows for a comfortable ride over rough terrain without employing a complex and expensive,
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utility quad in Designed for rugged durability, the make lasted for 15 years and featured a
number of different trims each year. The Bayou was first released in and lasted until Like any
vehicle, and especially after years of riding, the Bayou could experience problems in running or
starting. Kawasaki offered a number of troubleshooting options in the Bayou owner's manual,
laid out according to the particular problem experienced. Ensure that the stop motor switch is
turned to "on," or the Bayou's starter won't operate. Inspect the fuse on the starter relay,
accessed under the Bayou's seat. If the filament looks out of place, it may have blown. Replace
it with a 20A fuse. Inspect the battery connections. Tighten if they are loose or otherwise not
making contact. Charge the battery to 12 volts by removing the battery from the Bayou and
connecting to a separate plug-in battery charger, as recommended in the owner's manual. Try
the starter again. If it still won't work, take it to a Kawasaki dealer for repairs. Ensure that there
is fuel in the gas tank. If not, refill with unleaded gasoline. Ensure that the fuel tap switch is
turned to "on. Inspect the gasoline in the tank. If it appears watery or gummy, drain the fuel tank
by removing one of the fuel lines. Loosen the clamp on the side of the hose that connects to the
fuel tank and allow fuel to drain into a separate container. Reconnect the fuel line and refill with
fresh gasoline. If you don't feel comfortable performing this repair, take the Bayou to the shop
to have the fuel drained. Remove the spark plug caps and spark plugs on each cylinder with a
spark plug wrench. If they appear dark brown or black, clean with a water and baking powder
solution. Reinstall the spark plugs. Restart the engine. Take it to a Yamaha dealer for inspection
if it still won't start. Ensure that the gas tank is clean and that there are adequate levels of fuel.
Leave the choke on for only short periods of time when operating the Kawasaki Bayou. Check
the air cleaner, located under the Bayou's seat. Loosen the clamp screw, remove the mounting,
and pull the air cleaner out of its housing. Look inside. If dirt is present, clean thoroughly with a
damp cloth and reinstall. Ensure that the Bayou is not overloaded with more than pounds of
weight, as this can cause the ATV to stall and the engine to overheat. Check engine oil by
opening the hood, removing the oil dipstick, drying with a cloth, reinserting, and removing once
more. If engine oil levels are lower than the lowest tick, refill with SAE 10W30, 10W40, 10W50,
20W40, or 20W50 viscosity oil so that engine oil levels are between both ticks. Take the Bayou
to the shop if the engine still stalls. Check the compression levels by operating the starter and
using a compression gauge for the single cylinder. If compression level is significantly less
than pounds for any cylinder, bring the Bayou in for repairs. Remove and inspect the spark
plug. If not, empty oil tank and refill with correct oil. Take your vehicle in for repairs if the engine
still does not have power. Brianna has been writing professionally since She has a Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree and is excited to be part of a community that contributes to the free sharing of

information and ideas. Step 1 Ensure that the stop motor switch is turned to "on," or the
Bayou's starter won't operate. Step 2 Inspect the fuse on the starter relay, accessed under the
Bayou's seat. Step 3 Inspect the battery connections. Step 4 Charge the battery to 12 volts by
removing the battery from the Bayou and connecting to a separate plug-in battery charger, as
recommended in the owner's manual. Step 5 Replace the battery if it is damaged. Step 1 Ensure
that there is fuel in the gas tank. Step 2 Ensure that the fuel tap switch is turned to "on. Step 3
Inspect the gasoline in the tank. Step 4 Remove the spark plug caps and spark plugs on each
cylinder with a spark plug wrench. Engine Stalls Step 1 Ensure that the gas tank is clean and
that there are adequate levels of fuel. Step 2 Leave the choke on for only short periods of time
when operating the Kawasaki Bayou. Step 3 Check the air cleaner, located under the Bayou's
seat. Step 4 Ensure that the Bayou is not overloaded with more than pounds of weight, as this
can cause the ATV to stall and the engine to overheat. Step 5 Check engine oil by opening the
hood, removing the oil dipstick, drying with a cloth, reinserting, and removing once more.
Engine Doesn't Have Power Step 1 Check the compression levels by operating the starter and
using a compression gauge for the single cylinder. Step 2 Remove and inspect the spark plug.
Step 4 Check the choke. Turn it off if it's been left on. If troubleshooting fails, only a qualified
Kawasaki mechanic with the proper tools and training should attempt more serious repairs on
the Bayou Do not smoke while inspecting the fuel system and handling fuel, as fumes could
ignite. Exercise caution when handling battery fluid and acid. Wear gloves and eye protection to
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top-end rebuild on my Kawasaki bayou and your illustrations have made the job simple, easy
and smooth. Thanks for the great manual! Bought a worn out old Bayou from a guy on the other
side of town. It needed more work then I first thought. I was able to rebuild the transmission and
fix too many other numerous things with your manual. Thanks for that. You must be logged in
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